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Scope of the Work to Re Plater Interior walls and Installation of Ceiling at 
DCMR 

 

 
The work consists of re plastering works in internal walls and replacement of ceilings at 18, 

Albert Crescent, a US Embassy owned property. All the work shall be in accordance with 

recognized US and International Building and Construction codes. Construction shall be abide 

by all the Embassy rules and regulations including security and safety regulations. 

The methods that the contractor will use need to provide continuous progress on the job site 

according to the projected time line of three weeks. Any changes in construction from this 

Scope of Work shall be approved in advance in writing by the Contracting Officer.  

All work described in this Scope of Work shall be completed by the contractor. The contractor 

shall provide qualified supervisory, technical and labor personnel capable of meeting the 

embassy requirements. The labor force shall possess the constructional, carpentry, plumbing, 

electrical, masonry and painting skills for this project and sufficient staff to accomplish the 

work in a timely manner. The contractor shall provide all necessary material, tools, equipment, 

vehicles required for this work. 

Contractor should ensure the minimum disturbance and no damages to the existing property 

of the premises and inside the building. 

 

1. Re-Plastering Works 

Work Requirement 

1. Vendor should provide figures for each room area as per the given number in the 

drawing and as per the shown square footage. Any quotation without clearly marked 

price breakdown will not be considered for this contract. Embassy will select the 

amount of work by going through the quoted price breakdown and by selecting 

adequate wall area in par with available funds. 

2. Vendor should forward a project plan clearly showing the room number and its work 

completion time line. The project has three week time constraint and the vendor should 

start the project without any idling date from the start to completion including all 

weekends and holidays. Vendor can work from 6 am to 8 pm each day and up to 10 

pm or longer when there is no construction noise generated from power tools or 

manual hammering.  
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3. Vendor should plan for multiple working group in order to expedite the works and to 

minimize dependability. Vendor will not be allowed to star the project if the labor force 

is inadequate for the project or largely unskilled. Embassy will reserve the right to 

remove any none skilled labor from project site if the works done are not satisfactory 

or compromise the structural integrity of the building or the working safety. Serious 

violation of the site safety or standard will also be taken in to consideration and may 

ask to stop using such workers for this project.  

4. There must be a qualified and responsible site supervisor/s and he should be in the 

site full time during the duration of the project. Work shall not be permitted without the 

site supervisor/s under any circumstance in any time of any day. 

5. The vendor should cover all the floor area and door/windows ACs, Electrical items, 

fittings etc. adequately to avoid any sort of damages on them. Special attention should 

be given to the wooden and other scrapable floors so that no damages of any scale 

are happening due to this painting works under any circumstances.  

6. Vendor should use 1/4” thick plywood and top polythene or clothing cover to hold any 

construction debris on them and to protect the floors being damaged due to demolition 

of the wall plasters. Debris should be cleaned without piling up periodically. All the 

accessible and walking area inside the house should be fully covers with none slippery 

covering material. 

7. He must use adequate covering to close existing installed items in the walls and soffit. 

This may include electrical wall outlet air conditioners, light fixtures and fittings, 

unmovable furniture, appliances and any other item that will be damage if paint drops 

are directly deposit. All such items pops out of the wall should be covered with masking 

tapes and make sure no painting on them as a result of poor workman ship 

8. Vendor must not damage any of the existing electrical cables, fittings, door/window 

frames or any type of installed facilities in any of the wall. 

9. After covering the floors adequately, vendor must start demolition of the old masonry 

plasters starting from the floor area to the ceiling level height. Extra precaution is 

required to determine the extent of removal as the walls are really soft and collapsible 

as lumps. 
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10. All the available closets should be removed and the area should be re plastered with 

surface finishing such that that new Aluminum closets can be fitted with true vertical 

degrees and leveling finishes. Any abnormalities or deviation should be redone with 

no cost to the US Embassy 

11. All material demolished should be taken immediately from the site so that the site is 

kept clean always without dumping the dirt everywhere. 

12. Vendor should replace all the electrical cabling, conduits, junction box, wall outlets, 

switches and any other installed items inside the wall plaster. This work should be 

carried out by certified and trained electricians and skilled labors. Random guys pick 

from the other area of the site work will not be allowed to perform such crucial works 

under any circumstances. Vendor shall use a professional company or a team for this 

task and related installations. 

13. All available ceiling lights should be replaced with standard wall lights such that the 

ceiling is free from any electrical light points other that the connection for the ceiling 

fan. All available light fixtures should be changed to standard wall fittings so that 

standard E27 or B12 LED lights cab be used in every corner of the house. Minimum 

four light fitting should be installed in each and every room and hallways covering the 

same lighting pattern. Each such light should have separate switches too. LED mirror 

lights also to be installed for all the mirrors in bathrooms if applicable. Also, old, 

corroded, damaged and none functional light fixtures located in the interior or exterior 

space of the house need replacement 

14. It is required to re plaster the walls using masonry plaster of Sand: Cement 4: 1 

mixture. The sand must be grade 1, river sand and embassy will immediately stop the 

work if vendor use any sort of sea sand under whatever circumstances. It is also must 

to add 15% of hydrated lime for the mixer of this rendering to minimize shrinkage 

cracking as advised by our OBO principals. 

15. It is also must that the vendor mix the admixture of MasterPell-777 by Finco to the 

masonry slurry to enhance the water proofing quality as per the manufactures 

specification. Vendor should also technically verify whether hydrated lime has any 

impact on this add mixer as the vendor must use the plaster rendering as explained 

by the line item 14.  
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16. All finish should be smoothened and even without any mismatching around the joints 

and sides. 

17. Finish surfaces should be ready to paint and drying process should be improved using 

techniques such as high heat flash lithest in enough quantities etc.  

18. For all these plastered  interior walls, vendor should use Dulux Acrylic Wall Filler, Dulux 

Masonry Sealer and Dulux Pure Brilliant White in enough qualities to cover up all 

stains, discolorations and repair works done on walls 

19.  During the plastering process, water, masonry plaster or any construction debris 

should not let flow everywhere below the walls and contribute to damage the sites 

original condition. 

20. The site should be cleaned by vacuum cleaning and washing the floor as applicable. 

Any damages done to the exiting floor or other walls, ceiling etc. should be repaired to 

the satisfaction of embassy professional as they were before the repair works. It 

includes but not limited to floor polishing, painting the ceiling area affected, cleaning 

skirting and refinishing as applicable etc. 

 

2. Ceiling Replacement Works 

Work Description 

1. The total area of ceiling is 3200 sq ft and the area with a center void should be avoided 

as it got a masonry plastered ceiling. (ref drawing) 

2. Vendor shall use separate team for the ceiling installation work if the same vendor wins 

this contract with range of the other constructions work in this residence. 

3. Work floor area in upstairs rooms should be adequately covered with the1/2” thick plywood 

in order to avoid any damaged to the floor surface and to contain the material. A top cover 

on top of the plywood decking also to be provided. Vendor should cover the wooden floor 

of the rooms such that no damages due to this installation works could occurred in any 

means. No ladder or scaffolding is allowed directly on the floor unless the floor is covered 

appropriately. They may use cardboards or thick rubber mats and a polythene top cover 

to avoid scratching or pressing damages on floor 

4. Vendor shall inspect and marked all the available electrical cables, water pipes, casing, 

ceiling fan hooks etc. on top of the roof ceiling so that all such cabling and piping should 
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be replaced at the end of the installation of new ceiling work. All electrical cables should 

be within square PVC casing and installed on ceiling structure or on the walls as applicable 

so that any time they are accessible for repairs and maintenance works. All such cables, 

electrical, mechanical and plumbing accessories should be securely store for tracing in 

later stage.  

5. Vendor shall remove all deformed Heywood ceiling planks, 2” x 4” rafters, 2”x2” main 

frame and 1” x 2” reapers on ceilings structure without introducing extended damaged to 

the wall joints and available main structure of the roof.  

6. The ceiling structure should be made of 2” x 4” purlins for spans less than 15’ and 2” x 6” 

purlins for spans larger than 15’ and 1” x 2” cross C bracing. All material should be SLS 

certified Heavy Duty GI box bars and C channels according to the size explained above. 

Maximum allowed space for the gypsum board is the size of square 2’ x 2’ in any direction. 

7. Vendor shall calculate the deflection of the beams of 2” x 4” and should not use alone 

when the distance is more than 15’ wall to wall. Such beam need reinforcement or the 

same method use in the site as seen during the site visit. Optional box bar of larger size 

can also be used. Selection of the box bar should be done under a consultancy of a 

chartered civil engineer in order to avoid any ceiling deflection in a later stage and 

formation of cracks on board joints when somebody walking on the ceiling for essential 

repair works. 

8. The structure will be embedded in to the wall with necessary wall slots and retainers that 

will be finalized during the site visit  

9. Vendor will do one room at a time and the whole work should be completed before move 

in to the next room as we have to finish whole works in a room by room base in order for 

the rest of the team to inspect and plan their part of the works. 

10. It is required to install ceiling board on the GI structure. Gypsum board of 4’x 8’ should be 

of the superior quality Elephant brand. The type is MoistBloc Moisture resistant gypsum 

boards.   

11. Vendor should provide all the gypsum boards for the new ceiling in enough quantities and 

any damaged or deformed boards will not be accepted. 

12. The ceiling structure should be made such that the gypsum boards should  not have any 

free hanging larger than 2’x2’ and joints of the new gypsum boards are directly on 2”x1” 

battens of GI box bars 

13. Vendor shall remove the design moldings, other installation etc. carefully without 

damaging to install back on top of the new roof ceiling if require. He needs to mark the 
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lines, places and pattern exactly as in place now. Optionally new molding along the ceiling 

and wall joints should be installed. The new ceiling boards will have to be installed such 

that there are very low degree of level differences in order to finish the ceiling with not 

cross molding in any of the joints 

14. The total ceiling structure should be painted with CIC Aluminum sealer after installing and 

leveling. All joints should have joints tapes and joint fillers as applicable. 

15. New gypsum boards need to be installed on wood structure using screws and screw driver. 

Hammering is not allowed 

16. The joints should be bonded with netted joint tape and finish with necessary primers and 

joint sealant like paintable silicone (Putty is not allowed). The joints should never ever 

separate due to any reason and extra care should be taken to make sure the joints are 

best done to avoid any such defects later. Any such defect in this newly done ceiling lead 

vendor to re do without any payment up to five year of life span. 

17. Any damage on ceiling is not acceptable and the vendor should replace such damaged 

boards immediately even after complete installation. 

18. Vendor must use only the wall edge beading. All board joints away from the wall edge 

should be without molding and any visible separations. 

19. Entire ceiling should have one CIC primer coat and two to three coats of CIC emulsion 

paints. All the affected walls should be painted with CIC emulsion brilliant white colors. 

This includes all the hallways, stair case, all walls in rooms, etc. Any area that affected by 

material movement, work processing and or installation should be considered. 

20. Any other construction or finishing up works to ensure the functionality of the ceiling  and 

the appearance after installation need to be carried out by the vendor unless otherwise 

the cost of such item is beyond the original SOW and largely deviate from the guidance 

given in the field visit.  

21. Vendor should purchase square shape modern LED recessed ceiling lights - two for each 

room and the sample/tech details should be provided with the quotation. Two LED of 7W 

should go in to each such light fixture. The light fixture and the LED bulbs should be of 

Number 1 quality having 4 or more energy star and comprehensive warranty coverage 

more than two years. Vendor will install them in the newly installed ceiling. The necessary 

electrical wiring and the wall switches should be installed. 

22. Vedor shall install walk ways of 15” wide made of light weight treated kempas wood on 2” 

x 4” box bars from the top side of the ceiling so that anybody can safely walk inside the 
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ceiling on them. The walkway should cover each room running across the room close to 

the center part of the room and hallways. 

23. Vendor must take extra effort not to damage any original condition of the house or its 

installed items in the house and be responsible to hand over the house in same condition. 

Any issues due to construction will lead vendor to replace/repair them appropriately by a 

meaning determine by the embassy professional. 

24. All debris must be removed from the property and take way without piling up 

unnecessarily. 

25. Any other related work to finish up the installation of the ceiling should be consider with 

the quotation and included. 

26. Embassy will reserve the right to order partial work and pay for the works attended if the 

project completion rate is unacceptable and when it affects the final completion time. 

27. All workers must use the safety standard as specified in EM 385, US Army Corps of 

Engineers Manual. http://www.usace.army.mil/Safety-and-Occupational-Health/Safety-

and-Health-Requirements-Manual/. Vendor should adhere to these safety guidance and 

standard. Fail to follow any of such safety standard will lead vendor to pay for the full 

compensation and any fine involved as determined by the local and US authorities.  

 

 

Note 

a. Vendor should use standard safety equipment and methods during the project 

duration. All workers should use safety helmets, safety shoes, uniforms, safety 

google and other Personnel Protective Equipment. The job can be stopped at any 

time if worker are not following the standard safety practices unless such time that 

the workers and the site safety is ensured back to standard. EM 385 govern all the 

construction safety requirement for this project and vendor shall understand the 

predefined requirement and use it. 

b. All working area should be cleaned and be ready to use at the end of the project. 

Vendor should never do any damages on the exiting floors, walls, ceilings or any 

other built item near the doors and windows or construction/repair. At the end of 

the project vendor should hand over the site as in its original condition having done 

complete cleaning, painting, vacuuming and mopping floors etc. 

http://www.usace.army.mil/Safety-and-Occupational-Health/Safety-and-Health-Requirements-Manual/
http://www.usace.army.mil/Safety-and-Occupational-Health/Safety-and-Health-Requirements-Manual/
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The Embassy reserves the right to inspect the quality of installation works and to order 

corrections or replacement, at no additional expense to the Embassy, of items determined as 

not meeting the minimum standards. 

The contractor shall clean up left over materials from the site(s) prior to the project’s being 

determined as complete. No trash or construction debris shall be left in the project area prior 

to acceptance by the Embassy. 

The contractor shall make every reasonable effort to keep the job site clean during the 

duration of the project. Any defects, settlements or cracks in the newly constructed walls or 

lintel and filling up of windows, within two years of time, shall lead the contractor doing repair 

or replacement free of charge to the US Embassy. 

 


